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miles to Fort Kiowa, and lived to tell the tale—or have others tell it for him,

consists of a single letter). I was more surprised at how little space Coleman
devotes to bears, considering that his previous book made such a strong case
1
The last phrase in the

and Richard Slotkin; and, from the more recent literature, Andie Tucher, Ann
Fabian, Stephen Mihm, and Trish Loughran.2
Coleman ties together these two historiographical strands with his concept
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transforming into American folk heroes—through contact with Indians, bears,
and other wild things—required bodies to be tested to naked extremes. On
behalf of eastern consumers, travel writers and semiprofessional regional

invitation to the national stage was a mixed honor, because, in the context of

travails—starvation, frostbite, weapon malfunctions, boat accidents, Indian
sustained without worker’s compensation. In Coleman’s powerful words:

dividualism—as proletarians on the prairie. But fur traders operating in the

winning Empires, Nations, and Families
Coleman changes that. He also follows a series of Western environmental
Linda Nash, and Thomas

slave owners and regional writers memorized and described the scars of
workers’ bodies. But most of his evidence comes from antebellum wordsmiths
who will be familiar, at least in the gist, to Western historians—names such as
American author of the period, Herman Melville, makes an appearance. But
Prairie Fever
chronicled the astonishing number of British aristocrats and expatriates who
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become tools of environmental Americanism.
It is impossible in a review to replicate Coleman’s omnivorous approach.

crossing, Indian hating, interracial couplings, labor advertisements, and ursine

The Song of Hugh Glass
as regional modernism; Frederick Manfred’s novel Lord Grizzly
Man in the Wilderness

of how to survive the mishaps and indignities of an inhospitable workplace

Soul
Surfer
amputated his arm with a pocketknife—adapted into 127 Hours
in Werner Herzog’s Grizzly Man
Grizzly Man
4
Diaries
Coleman missed an even better comparison: James White, another Western
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Simmons’ Drifting West
the legions of hapless single white men who, despite their economic failures,
Here Lies Hugh Glass to scholars of antebellum
ronmental literature. But be advised that Coleman’s book is not the place for
can turn to Lara Langer Cohen’s The Fabrication of American Literature

rigor of Thomas Hallock’s Far from the Fallen Tree
Daniel Boone

Daniel Boone
Citizen Explorer
Fur, Fortune, and

Empire

emann’s Men in Eden
But Here Lies Hugh
Steel Drivin’ Man

Glass
Sam Patch, the Famous Jumper

three authors dealt with the problem of having scant sources about their sub
jects. Nelson combed the archives for biographical clues; Johnson plumbed
the archives for cultural context. Of the three, Coleman’s book is the least
archival, the most speculative, and the most fun.
Here Lies Hugh Glass, is an
interesting counterpart: I can think of no other historian better at the art of
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gnarled joints, and turned stomachs. Still, despite all its invasive power, the coun

At 200 pages, Here Lies Hugh Glass
redundant if Coleman weren’t so skilled at making the same point a dozen
european sense of that word), this work might have been a tour de force. I’m
ideas expressed at their natural length.” Without endorsing Amazon, historians
might be wise to embrace this general model. I for one would prefer to assign
associations should give prestigious awards for cumulative achievements in

There are, of course, notable historians who have made their names writing
monographs, a preference that poses problems for the profession, given the
changing economies of publishing and higher education.

Chronicle of Higher Education that have

In a workshop
on professionalization for students entering the job market, it would be in
5

How else might Here Lies Hugh Glass be used in the classroom? It would
to inspire strong feelings and spirited debate among people who care about

ments are available online.
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The book would also be useful in courses on historical writing. Here Lies
Hugh Glass

he imagines how much easier his task would be if he had this or that piece
of archival evidence; he talks a lot about the book he wishes he could have

another fabrication. This is one of his favored rhetorical strategies: to present

historians contend with omissions, fragments, distortions, misrepresentations,

For me, Here Lies Hugh Glass was a frustration and an inspiration. Coleman

them with direct, vivid language. If I must choose between these two ap
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mals and environments in the U.S. West, who has created an exceptional and
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